(v. 1.x) Reuse Questions of other Quizzes

When working on a new quiz, you can add some questions from previously created quizzes, e.g. when building a final quiz you may want to reuse a couple of questions from course topics quizzes. In this case there is no need to create a duplicate of the same question. You can use one question in several quizzes.

### Reusing some questions from other quizzes

If you need to add several questions from another quiz, rather than reuse all questions from that quiz, you can do that by managing labels of question pages. (See managing labels)

### Reusing all questions from another quiz

You can create:

- a quiz that includes all questions of several other quizzes
- a new quiz that will create all questions of another quiz, plus new questions

When you want to include all questions of an earlier created quiz in another existing quiz:

1. Find out the identification label of an earlier created quiz (e.g. the 'Global Warming' quiz with the label 'global-warming'). See managing labels
2. Add this label in the 'Quiz Settings' macro on the page of the other quiz (e.g. the 'Solar System' quiz with the label 'solar-system').

3. All questions with the identification label of an earlier created quiz will be added to the current quiz.

Add the identification label of the quiz, which questions were added in the current quiz, in the 'Create Question Button' macro as well if you want questions created by clicking the 'Create question' button on the current page to be included in both quizzes.